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November 2020
Year 4’s Tudor Day
Dear Parent / Carer,
We would like to inform you about an important event that will be happening this term,
related to our History topic.
1)

On Friday 4th December we will be having a Tudor Day. We would like your child to
dress up as a Tudor. The costume can be basic, bought or handmade and can vary
from a poor Tudor to a King or Queen! See costume ideas on the other side of this
letter.

2)

For this Tudor day your child will need a ‘Tudor’ packed lunch - there were no sugary
drinks, crisps or chocolate during Tudor Britain. Some ideas could include chicken,
cheese, chunks of bread, apples, shortbread and a flask of apple juice all wrapped up
in a cloth or paper. Feel free to be as ‘Tudor’ as you like - see menu ideas attached!
(Children who normally eat school meals will be refunded for that day).

3)

We have also arranged an exciting visit from Historic Workshops; they will bring
History to life with an engaging workshop for each class during the day. The children
will have the opportunity to gain further experience and knowledge of Tudor Britain.
The workshop will of course follow Covid Safety rules.

4)

This topic promises to be memorable and we ask for a small contribution to help
towards the cost of the workshop. We are asking for a contribution of £5 which is
available to pay on your scopay account.

We hope you are as excited as we are!
Yours sincerely,
The Year Four Team

London Borough of Richmond-upon-Thames

Girls: Plain light coloured TShirt, long plain skirt,
white/light apron, flat
pumps/shoes. The coif for their
head can be made with a
triangle of material tied around
the head to hide the hair.
Boys: A large plain T- Shirt
with a belt or cord around the
waist, plain waistcoat, plain
dark trousers, tucked into long
socks.

